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CHAPTER I 
IN'I'RODUC'I'ION 
Liberal, Kansas is located in the southwest corner of 
the state, in an agricultural district. Liberal is the 
county seat of Seward county and·has a population of 12,000. 
There are approximately 2,100 students enrolled in the public 
school system; of these, 385 are senior high school students 
attending Liberal High School, which is the only public 
senior high school in Liberal and includes grades nine through 
.twelve. 
Students who attend Liberal High School have an oppo:r-
tu:nity to take va1·ious subjects and to specialize in the fields 
in which they are interested. Business courses are offered 
at the beginning of the tenth grade. Business courses offered 
are first-year typewriting, second-year typewriting, first-
year· shorthand, second-year shorthand, fir st-year bool-~keepin['.:, 
business arithmetic, and general business. 
The purpose of this study is to investigate the educa-
tional and vocational activities of students who graduated 
from Liberal High School during the years 1950, 1951 and 1952 
in order to (letermine how well the services and curariculum 
of the school have met the needs of these graduates. 
i 
General Questions: 
1. To what extent has the curriculm11 of the Liberal High 
School provided a practical program that has aided 
students to obtain positions upon graduation? 
2. Should tho c1u·riculv.rn be revised to better serve the 
purpose of preparing students to earn a livelihood, and, 
if so, what changes should be made? 
Specific Questions: 
lo How· many graduates have held full-time jobs? 
2. What was the length of time between graduation f'ro:m high 
school and initial full-time employment? 
3. In which localities did the graduates obtain their initial 
full-time employment? 
l+. ln what types of firms did trrn graduates obtain their i'i:cst 
full-time employment? 
5 .. Through what sources did the graduates obtain information 
leading to their initial full-time employment? 
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6. What a:-ce some of the major duties which graduates have 
performed on the jobs they have held? 
7.. What types of business machi.nes have been used by the 
graduates on the jobs they have held? 
B. How long did the graduates remain with their first fuJ.1-
time jobs? 
9. In \,that types of businesses aro the gracluatos employed, 
10 .. 
11. 
and -what kinds of work are they doi:n.g? 
Hov,r many graduates aro c:mploy0;d full-time? 
I 
How many gJ~aduai:;os are employed full-time in Liberal? 
3 
What percentage of the graduates a~re married? 
13. How many women graduates who are mar1"i1:.:1d are iainfully 
employed on a full-time basis outside their homes? 
ll+. How many graduates continued their education in a college? 
in a junior college? in a business college? in other 
types of training? How many months did they attend? Did 
they graduate? 
15. What busi.ness subjects v.rere studied i.n high school by the 
aduates who have held employment and what cou1~ ses have 
helped them in the jobs they have held? 
16. What subjects not studied in high school, or not offered 
in the Liberal High School, do the graduates believe 
would have been of value to them? 
17. What comments or criticisms do the graduates offer in 
regard to the curriculum? 
Need for the Study 
A follow-up.study of the graduates of Liberal High School 
has never been made; therefore, it was thought that a study of 
this nature would provide information that would be valuable 
in determi:ning whether the curriculum is actually filling the 
needs of the students who attend high school and whether more 
or different courses should be offered to help prepare the 
graduates for employment. The school authorities may, if they 
wish, utilize the data in this study as a partial basis for 
revising the curriculum.. 
One of the questions educators need an answer to is whether 
the vocational offerings of the school are preparing boys and 
girls to earn a 1j_velihood and wr1en and where such training 
4 
should be offer·ed§ This k:c1owledge if, essential if the schools 
are to develop a practical program that will secure better 
adjustment of pupils to jobs available to them. 1 
Scope and Delimitation 
'l'his study includes all graduates of the Liberal High 
School for the years 1950, 1951, and 1952. 
No attempt was made to compare the scholastic standing 
of the graduates or their standing in the business world. 
Definitions 
The following terms will be used in the study as defined 
below. 
Follow-Up Study: A study of the experiences of graduates 
subsequent to leavinr; high school. Follow-up studies endeavor 
to test the efficacy of the training in order to make improve-
ments for the benefit of present and future atudents. 2 
Full-time J"ob: A full-time job is one in which the 
employee works 30 or mo:re hours a week for a fixed salary or 
wage. 
Part-time Job: A part-time job is one in which the 
employee works less than 30 houTs a week for a fixed salary 
01· wage. 
Business-Subjects: Business subjects are those subjects 
intended to provide general business education for all students 
1 Frederick G. Nichols, Commercial Education in the High 
Schoql, New York: D. Appelton-Century Company, 1933, p. 63 • 
. 2 Benjamin R. Hayes and Clyde W. Humphrey, Research 
Applied to Business Education, New York: The Gregg Publishing 
Company, 1939, p. 57. 
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and pre-vocational and vocational education for those students 
who wish to prepare for initial positions in business. 
For the purposes of this study, business subjects inclu.de: 
first-year typewriting, second-year typeWl"i ting, first-year 
shorthand, second-year shorthand, ceneral business, business 
arithmetic, business English, bookkeeping, and commercial law. 
Procedure 
It may be assumed that high school graduates a:ce able to 
assist in evaluating the curriculum of their school in terms 
of how well it has prepared them to meet their needs after 
graduation. The normative survey method of research was used 
for this study. As the graduates are widely scattered, it 
was necessary to use a questionnaire to collect data. 
A number of similar studies were reviewed and from them 
a list of the types of data usually sought in such studies 1,..ras 
compi1ed. A tentative outline for the study was prepared and 
a tentative questionnaire was constructed. 'fi1e outline of the 
proposed study and the tentative questionnaire were esented 
for criticism to the advisor during the 1952 Summer Session. 
A revision of the questionnaire was prepared in accordan.ce with 
suggestions receivod, and the revised instrument was approved 
for mimeo aphing. 
A complet(i list of g~caduates for the years 1950, 1951, 
and 1952 was obtained from the high school principal 1 s office. 
As the present addresses of these graduates were not obtainable 
in the principal's office, the addresses had to be obtained by 
otheir means. Parents, relatives and friends of the graduates 
,:rnre asked for the la.test add:cesses of the graduates. 
6 
The questionnaire, a letter of explanation, and a self-
addressed envelope were mailed to each graduate. This mailing 
was made during April, 1953. A copy of the letter and a copy 
of the questionnaire are contained in the appendixes. 
After a period of two weeks, a follow-up postal card was 
sent as a reminder to those graduates who had not returned the 
questionnaire. 
Responses to .:t.h§. Questionnaire 
During the period this study covers--1950, 1951, and 1952--
Liberal High School graduated 220 students. The total number 
of graduates included 102 men and 118 women. Table I shows 
the number and percentaee of men and women graduates in each 
graduating class. 
It was possible to obtain the addresses of 184 of the 
graduates. Letters were sent to these 184 graduates, and 140 
responses were received. Three letters were returned unclaimed. 
Table II shows the number of questionnaires mailed, the 
number. of graduates for whom addresses were not obtainable, 
the number of questionnaires returned unclaimed, the nur.nber 
of possible responses to the questionnaire, and the total 
responses of graduates included in the study. Appropriate 
percentages are presented in the final line df the tabulation. 
TABLE I 
GRADUATES OF LIBERAL HIGH SCHOOL FOR THE 
YEARS 1950, 1951, AND 1952 
7 
. -·---~---------~-----------·------
Years 
Men 
Graduates 
No. Per Cent 
Women 
Graduatg;..;;;;s __ 
No. Per Cent 
-·---· --------· -------
1950 31 l+3.06 41 56. 94· 
1951 40 51.95 37 l+8 .05 
1952 31 43.66 40 56. 31+ 
------· c:-..-..---..,-~.,,--.=-">= 
Total 102 46.36 118 53.63 
Total 
Graduates __ 
No. Pex· Cent 
72 100.00 
77 100.00 
71 100.00 
- ---· ------· 
220 100.00 
This table should be read as follows: In the class of 
1950, 31, or 43.06 per cent, of the graduates were men and 
l.:-1? or 56. 94 per cent, were women. 
TABLE II 
GRADUATES RESPONDING TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
Year Tota l Add resses Questionnaires Questionnaires Possible 
Graduated Gradua tes Unobta inab le Mailed Unclaimed Responses 
1950 72 22 50 0 50 
1951 77 9 68 0 68 
1952 71 5 66 3 63 
Total 220 36 184 3 181 
Percentages 16 . 36a 83.64a 1 . 63b 82 . 27a 
a based on total number of graduates, 1950, 1951, and 1952. 
b based on number of questionnaires mailed . 
C ba sed on total number of possible responses. 
Total Responses 
from Gr aduates 
No. Per Cent 
38 
49 
53 
140 
76.0 
72 .1 
84 .1 
77 .3c 
This t able should be read a s follows: In the clas s of 1950 t here wer e 72 graduat es , 
for 22 of whom adn resses were unobta inable. Questionnaires were mailed t o 50. As no 
ques t ionnaires were r e turned uncla imed , t her e were 50 possible respondents , 38 , or 76 . 0 
per cent, of whom returned questionna ires . 
a:, 
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CHAP'rER II 
FULL-TIME WORK EXPERIENCE OF THE GRADUATES 
The nature of business of firms employing the graduates, 
the kinds of work the graduates do, and the length of time 
graduates stay on the job are important factors in determining 
whether the high school curriculum is adequate. 
This follow-up study was made with the hope that the data 
obtained would prove helpful in determining to what extent 
training in the business subjects in Liberal High School is 
helping graduates. The following data are given for_ stu.dy 
and analysis. 
How many; graduates h.a.YQ htlg_ full-time .jobs? Table III 
shows the number of graduates who have and have not held full-
time jobs since graduation from high school. One hundred 
twenty-six of the one hund1~ed forty graduates have held full-
time jobs as defined in this study. Of these 126 graduates, 
fifty-five are men and seventy-one are women. In other words, 
of the sixty-one men graduates, fifty-five, or 90.16 fer cent, 
have held a full-time job; and of the seventy-nine women, 
seventy-one, or 89.87 per cent, have held a full-time job. 
What is the length of~ between high school graduation 
and the first full-time employment of the graduates? Table IV 
shows the lapse of time between high school graduation and the 
' I 
first full-time employment of men graduates. Forty-nine, or 
TABLE III 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF GRADUATES WHO HA VE AND WTIO HA VE NOT HELI1 
ONE OR MORE FULL- TIME JOBS SI NCE THEY GRADUATED FROM HIGH SCHOOL, 
CLASSIFIED BY YEAR OF GRADUAT I ON AND SEX . 
Have Held a Full-Time Job Have Not Held a Full- Time Job 
Men Women Total Men Women Tota l 
Year Per Per Per Per Per Per 
Grad uated No . Cent No. Cent No . Cent No . Cent No. Cent No. Cent 
1950 14 82 .35 19 90.48 33 86. 84 3 17 .65 2 9. 52 5 13 .16 
1951 21 95 .45 25 92 . 59 46 93 . 88 . 1 4 . 55 2 7.41 3 6. 12 
1952 20 90 . 91 27 87. 09 47 88 .68 2 9. 09 4 12. 91 6 11.32 
Tota l 55 90 .16 71 89.87 126 90 .00 6 9.84 8 10 .13 14 10. 00 
This t able should be read a s follows: In 1950 there were 38 gr.qduates ; 17 wer e men and 
21 were women. This t able shows t hat 14, or 82.35 per cent, of the men and 19, or 90 .48 
per cent, of the women who gradua t ed duri.ng t hat year have he l d one or more ful l - time jobs 
a t some time since they grad ua t ed f r om high school . 
f.J 
0 
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89.o~ per cent, of the 55 men graduates who have held full-
time jobs were employed in such jobs within three weeks after 
graduation. 
Table V shows the lapse of t:lrne between high school grad-
uation and the first full-time employment of women graduates. 
Forty-nine, or 69.01 per cent, of the 71 women graduates who 
have-held a full-time job since they graduated received their 
first full-time employment within three weeks after graduation. 
One ·woman who graduated in 1951 did not indicate the lapse of 
tlme between graduation and her first full-time employment. 
Table VI shows the lapse of time bet .. ween high school grad-
uation and the first full-time employment of al.l gradUEJ.tes who 
have held. a full-time job since they graduated. Ninety-eight, 
per cent, of the 126 graduates who have held a full-
time job received their first full-time employment within three 
weeks after graduation. Of the one hundred forty graduates, 
only fourteen have not held a full-time job si.nce graduation 
from high school. These consist of six men and eight women 
graduates, all of whom. were attending college at the time of 
the study .. 
111.Lti..§.1 full-time enmloyment.? Table VII gives the cities and 
states in which the fifty-five men graduates obtained their 
initial full-time employment. This table shows that of the 
fifty-five men graduates who obtained initial full-time jobs, 
forty-two, or 76.]6 per cent, were initially employed in 
Liberal. 
TABLE IV 
LAPSE OF TIME BETWEEN HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION AND THE 
FIRST FULL-TIME EMPLOYMENT OF 55 MEN GRADUATES 
--Weeks between 
Graduation and Number of men 
First Full-Time graduates bx·Years Total 
J?m12.J..o .Yl!~l)._t ___ . 125JL 1221 1222 .. No. Per Cent 
0-3 13 17 19 49 89.09 
4-7 1 2 3 5.45 
8-11 1 1 1.82 
Time not 
Indicated 2 2 3.6>+ 
Total 14 21 20 55 100.00 
This table should be read as follows: Thirteen men who 
graduated in 1950 received initial full-time employment with-
in three weeks after they graduated from high school. 
J.j 
TABLE V 
LAPSE OF TIME BETWEEN HIGH SCHOOL GRADUA'.11ION AND '.I'HE 
FIRST FULL-TIME EMPLOYMENT OF 71 WOMEN GRADUATES 
Weeks between 
Graduation and 
First Full-Time 
Employment 
Number of women 
graduates by years 
1950 1951 ··- 1952 
Total 
No. Per Cent 
·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
0-3 
>+-7 
8-11 
12-18 
19-24 
25-30 
31-36 
37-48 
Time not 
Indicated 
Total 
11 
2 
2 
2 
1 
l 
19 
15 
2 
1 
2 
1 
l 
2 
1 
25 
23 
1 
2 
l 
27 
49 
4 
3 
5 
3 
2 
l 
3 
l 
71 
69.01 
5.62 
1+.23 
2.82 
1.1+1 
4.23 
100.00 
This table should be read as follows: Eleven women who 
graduated in 1950 received initial full-time employment within 
three weeks after they graduated from high school. 
TABLE VI 
LAPSE OF TIME BETWEEN HIGH SCHOOL GRADUA'.l1ION AND THE FIRST 
FULL-TIME EMPLOYMENT OF GRADUATES 
Weeks between 
Graduation and Number of 
First Full-Time · ,gradua t~.§ b:y: zears Total 
Employment 1950 1951 1952 No. Per Cent 
0-3 24 32 42 98 77.78 
L 7 ;--.,=, 3 4 7 5. 56 
8-11 2 1 1 4- 3.17 
12-18 2 2 1 5 .3.97 
19-24 1 2 3 2.38 
25-30 1 1 2 1.59 
31-36 1 1 .79 
37-48 1 2 ~ 2.38 
.J 
Time not 
indicated 3 3 2.38 
Total 33 46 47 126 100.00 
asam __ ?:?!! nn. nliC ~------- . 
--~-----
. 
This table should be 1·ead as f'ollo·,vs: Twenty-four 
graduates :for the year 1950 received full-time employment 
within three weeks after the3r graduated from high school. 
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TABL.E; VII 
CITIES AND STATES IN WHICH THE MEN GRADUATES OBTAINED 
INITIAL FULL-'.I:IME EMPLOYNEN'I' 
--·:----. -·-. -----. - ,--~-::-=---.:-=-============== 
Number of Men Graduates 
By_ Year of. Graduation _ . ..:total;;_ __ 
~-e~*~:.~1- St;~~~~~ 'JJ5o ___ }-:)5}-_____ 5 ~·2 .. -··----=!~.Ye:r:?n! 
Gard0n City, Kansas 
n~~~1+ .B~ 0 nrl v~~s·a·S 
'-'II .to. - (~-· V C- \. ' ,i.:i..G..i.J. 
Hugoton, Kansas 
Hutchinson, Kansas 
Lawrence, Kansas 
Liberal, Kansas 
Ritchfield, Kansas 
Topeka, Kansas 
Fort Sill, Okla. 
Turpin, Oklahoma 
San Diego, Calif. 
Long Beach, Calif. 
Total 
1 
11 
1 
1 
l 
1 
l 
1 
13 
1 
1 
1 
1 
21 
l 2 3.63 
1 1.82 
1 1.82 
1 1.82 
1 1.82 
18 42 76 • .36 
1 1 1.82 
1 1.82 
l 1.82 
1 1.82 
2 3.63 
1 1.82 
20 55 100.00 
This table should be read as follows: One 1951 man 
graduate obtained his initial full-time employment in 
Gardon City, Kansas. 
lb 
The data in r.rablo VIII show the cities and states in which 
seventy-one women graduates obta1ned their initial full-time 
employ:ment. Of these seventy-one women graduates, sixty-seven, 
or 94.36 per cent, obtained their initial full-time employment 
in Liberal. 
Table IX shO\iS that of the one hundred twenty-six grad-
uates who obtained initial full-time jobs, one hundred nine, 
or 86.51 per cent, secured their first full-time employment 
in Liberal • 
.In what types of business firms did the graduates obtain 
!_heir initial .jobs'~ Table X shows the nature of the business 
firms from which graduates secured initial full-time jobs. 
Office and selling jobs are classified separately. Of the 
fift;r-five men graduates who have held a full-time job, only 
seven, or 5.56 per cent, started with office jobs. Thirteen, 
or 10.32 per cent, started in selling jobs. 
Thirty-five, or 22.78 per cent, of the seventy-one women 
graduates who have held a full-time job did office work in 
their initial jobs.. Twenty-four, or 19 .05 per cent, started 
in selling jobs. 
@Jrl did the graduates obtain their first .Dfil-llm£ .jobs? 
Data in Table XI pertain to the sources through which fifty-
five men graduates obtained information that led to employment 
in their first full-time jobs. Twenty-two, or 40 per cent, of 
the fifty-five men graduates who have held full-time jobs 
obtained them through personal application. 
The sources through which seventy-one women graduates 
obtained information that led to employment in their first 
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TAJ3LE VIII 
CI'l'IEt:l AND ~3'I'A~rns IN WHICH THE WOJ1EN GRADUATES OB'TAINED 
INI TlAL FULL-I'IM1~ EMPLOYMENT 
Number of Woroen Graduates 
-1tl Y~ar of~1;.dy.;q__ti_on 
Gittes and States 1950 1951 1952 
Liberal, Kansas 19 
0 t tmnwa, Iowa 
Kru-isas Gi ty, Mo. 
Washington D. C. 
2 ,.., c:. 
2 
1 
26 
1 
Total 
No. Per' Cant 
67 91+. 36 
l l·.1+1 
2 2.82 
l 1.1+1 
------·-··-· -· --------·-----· ---·--·----·-· ---·---
Totc..l 19 25 27 71 100~00 
-------~----:::::::..--------
This table should be read as follm·rn ~ Nineteen 1950 
vrom0n graduates obtained. their initial f-u.11-tirnc~ empJoynnnt 
in Lib•eral, Kansas 
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TABLE IX 
CI'I'IES AND STATES IN WHICH THE LIBERAL HIGH SCHOOL 
GRADUATES OBTAINED INITIAL FULL-I'IME EMPLOYMENT 
--~-----· -·------------,_, - """" - . ",: ... ,,.., 
Number of Graduates 
B.:y_,)'.'.EtaI' ot Gzadua tion . Totpl __ 
Cit:k3e .and .. static?s__ . _1950 _ ,_ 12.il ··--- 1;)52 __ N~! __ ¥9LCent 
Garden Ci t:r, Kansas 
Great Bend, Kansas 
Hugoton, Kansas 
Lawrence, Kansas 
~ .. 4 1,. 1 y . 
.L..1. ,.'era. , _,.ans as 
Hitchfield, Kansas 
Tope:ka, Kansas 
Kansas City, Mo. 
Ottm.awa, Iowa. 
I'urpin, Oklahoma 
1."7• .,., (>~11 
.r: or t, ,.J.1 ..... -, Okla • 
San Djego, Calif. 
Long Beach, Calif. 
Wash1ngto:n D~ C~ 
Total 
1 
30 
1 
1 
33 
1 
1 
l 
1 
35 
l 
2 
'1 
.t. 
1 
, 
J. 
1 
46 
1 2 1.60 
1 .79 
1 70 . / 
1 .'79 
1 .79 
41+ 109 86. 51 
1 1 .79 
1 rte; •I'? 
2 1.60 
1 1 70 • 7 
·1 
'?Cl _,_ . / 
1 .79 
') 
f~-· 1.60 
1 70 
. . / 
1 70 . / 
47 126 100.00 
This table should be read as f'ollous: One 1951 graduate 
received initial full-time employment in Garden City, Kansas. 
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TABLE X 
NATURE OF BUSINESS OF FIRMS THA'.l.1 E:MPLOYED 126 GRADUATES ON THEIR 
FIRST FULL-TIME JOBS AF'TER GRADUATION 
,~s~-~___, . .._ _ __..~--~-=o=•,..,___,=~_..-=,,c.,"""' 
--·--·, - --"'-~ 
Types of Positions 
_ Office Selling_ Ofuer __ 
--1.9J;11l 
Nature of B11.siness Men Women Men Women Men Women No. Per Cent 
---
Appliance Store 4 4 3.17 
Bank 2 2 1.60 
Barber Shop 1 1 .80 
Beauty Shop 1 1 .80 
Bottling Co. 1 3 4 3.17 
Ca.fe 2 1 1 4 3.17 
Chambor of Comrnerce 1 l .. 80 
Clea11.:lng Shop 3 ~ 2 .. 38 
-' Clothing Store 1 1 .80 
Construction Co. 5 5 ~ 9,.., j • ., :> 
Denartme:nt Store 2 2 4 8 6.35 ,. 
Drug Store 2 7 9 '7. llt 
Electric Co. 1 1 .80 
F'arrning 11 11 8.72 
Flori.st 1 l .80 
Goverrunent Work 2 2 4 3 .. 17 
Grain Co. 1 2 3 2.38 
Grocery 3 1 l+ 3.17 
Ha:cdware 1 l .80 
HOSlJi tal 1 1 2 t~ 3.17 
Insurance 4 ' 3.17 '+ 
Investment Co. 1 1 .80 
Jewelry Store 1 1 .80 
Lumber Co. 1 1 .80 
Mu.sic Store 3 3 2.38 
:liJews:pap,'5r 3 1 1 1. 6 1+. '76 
Oil Pi·oduction 1 2 3 2.38 
Photography ? 1 .., 2.38 1:- ", 
Pipeline Co. ?. 2 5 3.96 _, 
Hadio Station l 1 .80 
Railroad .~) .::.. 2 4 3.17 
Rer{.i.s~tr,:tr 1 1 .80 
Eh:;,rvice '""'1 ; ' • 1 l .80 bt:a-cion 
1:131eg:raph ·1 ' 2 1.60 --'· ..!. 
·relep h,0:0(:; Co. 1 3 2 6 l+.'76 
Variety Store 6 6 4.76 
Water Department l 1 .. so 
Wholesale Grocery 4. 1 5 3.96 
Total 7 35 13 35 12 126 100.00 
~:-·-----:::.- .;;..·-.~-~--. - ======== 
This table should be read as follows: Four men graduates 
obtained their first full-time jobs after graduation as sales-
men iri appliance stores. 
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'.rABLE XI 
SOURCES THROUGH WHICH MEN GRADUATES OBTAINED INFORMATION ·:rH.Al' 
LED TO El'4PLOYMENT IN THEIR FIRS'I' FULL-TIME JOBS 
~·-----= ""'"--~--.... -........ ---- ..... ="'l,.=-=-,~=..c,~"t="-=--~-~.-.--, . ---- --- -
___ ,.,.,_. _, ... -..s .....,,·-.,--,,-...., . -_._.______ - -· ,....,..,,,_. ~ 
Number of men gracl11a tes 
Source of _by .YQar.....Qf__graduatiop_ 
Information, ____________ .,;;;;;;l,.,...9,2 ..... S) ____ l9;[1 1952 
Friend or Relative 
High School Office 
Governmental 
Emplo:')t:ment Agency 
Personal Application 
Newspaper Advertisement 
Offered job 
without applying 
Self-employed 
Total 
1 
5 
5 
1 
2 
14 
9 
3 
8 
1 
21 
7 
1 
9 
1 
1 
1 
20 
-~ No. Per Cent 
17 30.92 
1 1.82 
8 14.54 
22 40.00 
1 1.82 
3 5.4-5 
3 5.45 
55 100.00 
This table should be read as follows: A friend or 
relative was the source through which one 1950 man graduate 
received information that led to employment in his first 
full-time job. 
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full~time jobs are shown in Table XII. Forty .. seven of these 
women, or 66.2 per cent, received information concerning their 
initial jobs as a result of personal applications. 
Table XIII shows the sources through which both men and 
women graduates obtained information that led to employment 
in their initial full-time jobs. Over half, or 54.76 per cent, 
of these graduates received their jobs through personal 
application. 
What types of~~ performed .QY the graduates Qll 
their initial f1!11..-~ jobs? ~ office machines and eguip-
meq1 did the graduates Y§.§. Q!l all £!1ll-time jobs~ _gfter 
they graduated fr.Q.m. high school? The types of work performed 
by graduates on their initial full-time jobs are shown in 
Table XIV. Eleven men were farming on their initial full-
time jobs; seven were clerk-typists, thirteen were in sales 
clerk jobs. Twenty-two men graduates did work in which their 
business training was of help to them. 
Of the seventy-one women graduates who have held a first 
full-time job; twelve, or 16.9 per cent, were bookkeepers; 
three, or 4.23 per cent, were cashiers; four, or 5 .. 63 per cent, 
were receptionists; twenty-three, or 32.39 per cent, were sales 
clerks; eight, or 11.25 per cent, were secretaries; five, or 
7.04 per cent, were stenographers. Fifty-five of the seventy-
one women graduates did work in which their business training 
was of help to them. 
Table XV reveals that of the one hundred twenty-six re-
spondents who-have held one or more full-time jobs, ninety, 
or 71.1+2 per cent, used the typewriter. Eighty-seven, or 69.05 
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TABLE XII 
SOURCES THRO'UGH WH1_:,u WOMEN GRADUA'rES OBTAINED INFORMATION 
THAT LED TO EMPLOYMENT IN THEIR FIRS').' FULL-TIME .JOBS 
Number of women °g:rad.u.ates 
;.:,,.::;,_u•ce of by year Q.f graclua tion Total 
=~~n=f~o-rm=a.;:.;;...t1_·0-n ___ ~~~~~--l-9_5-0~~~-l-9-51 _____ ~---1~9~2-~2---~-~-9-~ ........ Per Cent
Friend or Relative 4 6 6 
Personal Application 13 18 16 
Newspaper Advertisement 1 1 
Offered job 
without applying 1 5 
Total 19 25 27 
16 22.53 
47 
2 
6 
71 
66.20 
2.82 
8.45 
100.00 
This table should be read as follows: A friend or relative 
was the source through which four 1950 women graduates received 
information that led to employment_ in their first full-time jobs. 
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'rA31E XIII 
SOURCES THROUGH WHICH GRADUATES OBTAINED INFORMATION THAT LED 
'.['0 EMPLOYMENT IN 'I'HlnR PIRS'l' FULL-TIME JOBS 
Friend or Relative 5 15 13 33 26.19 
High School Office 1 1 .79 
Goverrunental 
Employment Agm1cy 5 3 8 6.35 
Personal Application 18 26 25 69 54-. 76 
Offered job 
without applying 2 1 6 9 7.15 
Newspaper Advertisement 1 1 l 3 ~ ?8 -·..) 
1 " 2.38 j Self-employed 2 
Total 33 l+6 47 126 100.00 
'.I'his table should be read as follo-w-s: Friends or rclati ves 
were the source through which fj_ve graduates of 1950 received 
information that led to employment in tb.eir first full-time jobs. 
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TABLE XIV 
TYPES '. OF JOBS HELD BY GRADUA'l'ES IN INITIAL FULL-TIME EMPLOYMENT 
Men 
Graduates 
.... T ..... Y .. P-=e=s_o=f"'-W""'"o ....,r .... k ___ --+.~ . .lfo. Pgr Cent 
Barber 1 
Beautician 
Bookkeeper 
Brakeman 1 
Cashier 
Carpenter 1 
Continuity Director 
(Rudio) 
Clerk-Typist 7 
Fo.r·ming 11 
Geologist Helper 1 
Hospital Aide 
Labor or 4 
Li:".leman (Telephone) 3 
Mechanic 3 
Night Foreman 1 
Painter 2 
Printer (Photography) 
Proofreader 
Receptionist 
Roustabout 1 
Sales Clerk 13 
Secretary 
Steno g:r·apher 
Stereotyper 1 
Surveyor 1 
Tag Marker 
Telegraphy 
Telephone Operator 
Timekeeper 1 
Truck Driver l 
Waitress 
Welder 2 
-----------
1.82 
1.82 
1 .• 82 
12.72 
20.00 
1.82 
7.27 
5.45 
5.45 
1.82 
3 •. 61+ 
1.82 
23.63 
1.82 
1.82 
1.82 
1.82 
3.6t1--
Total 55 100.00 
Women 
Graduates 
No. Per Cent 
1 1.41 
12 16.90 
3 >+. 23 
1 1.41 
2 2.82 
1 1.41 
1 1.41 
4 5.63 
23 32.39 
8 11.25 
5 7.04 
3 4.23 
2 2.82 
2 2.82 
3 4.23 
71 100.00 
Total 
Graduates 
No. Per Cent 
1 
1 
12 
l 
3 
1 
1 
7 
11 
1 
2 
4 
3 
3 
1 
2 
1 
1 
4 
1 
36 
8 
5 
l 
1 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
3 
2 
.80 
.Bo 
9.51 
.80 
2.38 
.Bo 
.Bo 
5.46 
8.72 
.80 
1.60 
3.17 
2.38 
2.38 
.Bo 
1.60 
.80 
.Bo 
3.17 
.Bo 
28.57 
6.35 
3.95 
.80 
.Bo 
2.38 
1.60 
1.60 
.80 
.80 
2.38 
1.60 
126 100.00 
This table should be read as follows: One man graduate, 
or 1.82 per cent of the men graduates who have held a full-
time job, ·was employed as a barber in his initial full-time job. This is .80 per cent of tlle total number of graduates 
who have held a full-time job. 
per cent, used the adding machine; seventy-one, or 56.35 per 
cent used the cash register; and fifty-one, or 40.47 per cent, 
used filing equipment. 
What length of' time did the _g_raduates remain .Qll their first 
fuJ.1-~ ,job§? Tr.te nmnber of months fifty-five men graduates 
remained on their initial full-time jobs is shown in Table XVI. 
Twenty-seven, or 49.09 per cent, remained on their jobs for not 
longer than three months; eleven, or 20 per cent, remained from 
Y· to 7 months; and eight, or 14. 51+ per cent, remained from 
8 to 11 months. Only 9 remained on their initial jobs for a 
year or longer. 
Table XVII reveals the number of months seventy-one women 
graduates remained on their first full-time jobs. 1'wenty, or 
;:18.17 per cent, remained on their initial full-time jobs for 
not longer than three months; twenty-one, or 29.58 per cent, 
remained from 4 to 7 months; seventeen, or 23.94 per cent, 
remained from 8 to 11 months. Thirteen, or 18.31 per cent, 
remained on their first full-time jobs for a year or longer. 
Table XVIII shows the number of months one hundred twenty-
six graduates remained on their initial full-time jobs. Forty-
seven, or 37.3 per cent, remained on their initial full-time 
jobs for not longer than three months; thirty-two, or 25.39 
per cent, remained from 4 to 7 months; twenty-five, or 19.84 
per cent, remained from 8 to 11 months. 'l'he remaining twenty-
two, or 17.47 per cent, held their first jobs for a year of 
longer. 
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TABLE XV 
OFFICE MACHINES AND EQUIPMENT USED ON ALL FULL-TIME JOBS 
THAT 126 GRADUA1}ES HELD AFTER THEY GRADUATED FROM HIGH SCHOOL 
Adding Machine 
Addressing Machine 
Billing Machine 
Blue Print Machine 
Bookkeeping Machine 
Calculator 
Cash Reeister 
Check Protector 
Co:-aptomet,ar · 
Dictaphone 
Edi phone 
Filing Equipment 
Gelatin Duplicator 
Liquid-Type Duplicator 
Mimeograph 
Mimeoscope 
Multilith & Multigraph 
Perforator 
Photostatic Equipment 
Postage Machine Meter 
Posting Machine 
Punchcard Machine 
Router Press 
Teletype 
Typewr:l t0r 
Wire o.r Tape Recorder 
11 15 11 
3 
21 
6 
1 1 
1 
4 
9 
2 
l1-
2 
2 
6 
2 
3 
6 
2 
5 
13 
3 
2 
3 
8 
3 
5 
1.:-
3 
2 
1 6 
3 9 
7 18 
1 5 
1 
3 
3 
4 17 
1 
1 2 
lt 10 
2 
2 
1 
1 2 1 4 
1 
1 3 
10 15 11 21-t-
5 2 3 1 
8 19 
2 1 
1 1 
1 
3 6 
7 17 
2 
1 
3 
5 11 
1 
3 
3 5 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 1 
2 
7 2] 
2 
87 
12 
7 
2 
11 
30 
71 
13 
10 
12 
2 
51 
7 
1>+ 
32 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
10 
l 
6 
90 
13 
69.05 
9.52 
5.56 
1.58 
8.73 
23.80 
56.35 
10.32 
7.94 
9.52 
1.58 
40.47 
5.56 
11.11 
25.39 
.80 
1.58 
.80 
1.58 
.80 
1.58 
7.94 
.80 
4.76 
'71.42 
10.32 
.. --·-· -· --... --------------·---------
Total 70 88 48 143 41 99 
This table should be read as follows: Eleven 1950 men 
graduates indicated that they had used an adding machine in 
their full-time jobs. 
TABLE XVI 
NUMBER OF MON'rHS 55 MEN GRADUATES.REMAINED ON THEIR 
INLL1IAL FULL-'TH.fE J03S 
27 
====-=· =-=--=:::....--·~----· --------. -----·---.=.: -,=====-=--==~.-~.--===== 
Length of Time 
_J1i Montqs_ 
0-3 
4-'7 
8-11 
12-18 
19-24 
25-30 
31-36 
Number of men graduates 
1920 by _x_~ar ~~Jfl..}JJJ.19-ti:]'""'~°""'2=?,;....~--·-,..;;;...;;...,,__.;;;..,;;;.;;:.._"'---..., Total No. Per Cent
6 
1 
3 
l 
3 
11 
7 
1 
2 
10 
3 
7 
27 49.09 
11 20.00 
8 14.54 
3 5.46 
2 3.64 
1 1.82 
3 5.46 
--------·--------- ·------·~-·-~--~--~·-----
Total 14 21 20 55 100.00 
This ta·01e should be read as follows: Six 1950 men 
graduates remnined on their initial full-ttme job for not 
longer than t1n·ee months. 
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'TABLE XVII 
NUMBER OF MON'l'HS 71 WOMEN GRADUATES REMAINED ON 'l'HEIR 
INITIAL FULL-TIME JOBS 
------ --~------------
~~--~-~Number of Women graduates, 
Length of Time by ;v:ear .;.of f;radua tion 
In Months __ 1950 _ 125:I 1252 
0-3 
4-7 
8-11 
12-18 
19-24 
25-30 
31-36 
Total 
2 
6 
5 
4 
1 
1 
19 
6 
'7 
5 
4 
3 
25 
12 
8 
7 
27 
Total 
No. Per Cent 
20 28.17 
21 29. 58 
17 23.91+ 
8 11.27 
4 5.63 
1 1.41 
71 100.00 
This table should be read as follows: ':£1wo women graduates 
of 1950 remained on their initial full-time jobs for not longer 
than three months. 
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TABLE XVIII 
NUMBER OF MONTES 126 GRADUATES REMAINED ON THEIR 
Length of Time 
in Months 
0-3 
4-7 
8-11 
12-18 
19-21,. 
25-30 
31-36 
Total 
INI 1'IAL FULL-TIME JOBS . 
Nu.mher of graduates, 
oy year of graduation__ Total 
_1229:-. .1..22_. ____ . J,2_51_----1!9_Jer Cent 
8 17 22 
7 
5 
7 
1 
l 
4 
33 
14 
6 
4 
5 
1+-6 
11 
14 
47 
47 37.30 
32 25.39 
25 19.84 
11 8.73 
6 l+. 76 
1 .80 
4 3.18 
126 100.00 
This table should be i-•ead a.s follows: Eight 1950 graduates 
remained on their initial full-time jobs for not longer than 
three months. 
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The data summarized in the preceding three paragraphs 
ind:lcate that average tenure in first full-time jobs was low, 
only one graduate in six having remained on the job for a year 
or longer. The definition of a full-time job used in this 
study may have been inadequate in that it provided only that 
the employee must have ·worked 30 or more hours a week for pay .. 
The definition did not specify any particular length of time 
tha.t the worker should hold a job before considering it as 
full-time. It is probable, therefore, that jobs which were 
considered as temporary and in which the employee had no 
intention of continuing for more than a few weeks have been 
classified as full-tine jobs. Such situations would, of 
course, tend to decrease average tenure on initial full-time 
jobs. Also, average tenure is affected by the fact that some 
graduates have only recently obtained their initial full-time 
jobs .. 
What !!.r.Q §..2.ill:g of ,:l:.hg major duties which graduates~ 
per{o.rmed Q!1 jobs tliez ~ held si.nce graduation frorq high 
school? Graduates were asked to check duties which they have 
performed on the jobs they have held since graduation from 
high school. This check list included duties which the in-
vestigator believed were typical of most jobs which graduates 
might have held. Table XIX lists these duties and gives the 
numb;er of times these duties were mentioned as "being performed 
by graduates on the jobs they have held. The total number of 
mentions of duties performed was 603. The 603 mentions may 
be divided as follows; answered telephone, 89, or 14.76 per 
! 
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ceni of the total mentions; did filing, 73, or 12.11 per cent; 
handled mail, 70, or 11.61 per cent; typed straight copy, 69, 
or 11.41+ per cent; sold c;oods, 65, or 10.78 per cent; filled 
in forms, 63, or 10.45 per cent; received business callers, -57, 
or 9.45 per cent; kept books, li-8, or 7.96 per cent, prepared 
payrolls, 29, or 4.81 per cent; typed legal papers, 26, or 4.31 
per cent; and typed from shorthand notes, 14, or 2.32 per cent • 
.Since it is believed that these duties are typical, it is de-
sirable for the graduates who intend to enter the business 
't-TOrld to be prepared to handle those that are characteristic 
of the types of jobs in which they a:ce inteI·ested. 
What netcentage of the ,:traduates .s1:Q employed f1111-timB 
at present? What nercentage of the g:raduate;:;, .fil:§. unemployed? 
Data in Table XX show the number and percentage of men grad-
uates who were employed full-time or not employ<E:1d at the time 
of the study. Of the total sixty-one men graduates, thirty-
four, or 55.73 per cent, stated they were employed at the time 
of the study; twenty-seven, or 44.27 per cent, stated they 
were not employi;ld, but were attending college. 
Table XXI shows the number and percentage of women 
graduates who were employed full-time or not employed at 
the time of the study. There were s0venty-nine women grad-
uates included in this study. Thirty-nine, or l+9.37 per cent, 
stat'.ed they were employed and forty, or 50.63 per cent, stated. 
they were not employed. 
Table XXII shows the number ax1d percentage of the one 
h"Lmdrecl forty graduates who were employed full-time or not 
! 
I 
i 
TABLE XIX 
DU~rIES PERFORMED BY GRADUATES ON ALL JOBS 
-----·------------~ _._o,,. . _ ' -...,, -.,-=...,.-~ """"""~-...o=- ... -<--
- - - - ---- -_ - - Men - - ·women ---Total-
G<'aduates _ _Q,raduates Graduates 
Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent 
of of of 
Dut;Li;1J3 --- M ~ w-,~-- -,~_No •. Mentiop.s~_,Jfo. __ MentJons Jo.c __ Ment~ 
Answered Telc0phone 25 l ""' J -~ J • .,5 61+ 1.1+.62 8G / 11+.'76 
Did Filing 19 11.51 5'1+ 1° 3·· I.:.,,. ~ 73 12.11 
Har1dled Mail 18 10.91 52 11.88 'lO 11.61 
Typed Straight Copy 19 11. 51 50 11.i+l 69 11.J+L.-
Sold Goods 2~- 14.55 41 9. ?6 
•· . .I 
,,..5 0 10.78 
Fillod in Forms 16 9.70 l+7 10.73 63 10.4-5 
Received Business 
Callers 17 10.30 40 9.13 57 9.4-5 
Kept Books 11 6.67 37 8 .lt-4 ~-8 7.96 
Prepared Payrolls 9 5.1+6 20 4.57 29 4.81 
'1:yped Legal Pape:rs 7 4-.2l+ 19 4.34 26 LL i1 I • ..,} 
Typed from Shorthand 
Not,::;s IL:- 3tcl9 14 2.32 
Total 165 100.00 438 100.00 603 100.00 
---~---=o~=~~_,,..,---""~·-_,.,,,.,.....~~~-."' - -~=-C...--.'-.,..-,,.-.,_""",~--=7"""'~., ... -_,.<,,_•=- .. ,,_.. . ....... ~~ • .c.,,..-..,·-·""""""'~= 
c=,.,- -·-="""".-= .... -- "''"'~--~----='>•·_.-........,_,,_,_,..,,.,..._==· ==co-=,=,.-~,--.=·.-,-7,-···--·=="-"".-c--=-c.-·-=-__,_-~._,_....,,_,. -- ·_ ..• ,.,,...,,.,.=-=s-.. ~-=---=-,.,,,.-,-- .,,,.,. "• N 
This table should be read as follows: Answered Telephone 
received 25, or 15.15 per cent, of the total mentions of duties 
by men graduates. 
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TABLE XX 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF 61 MEN GRADUATES WHO WERE EMPLOYED 
FULL-TIME OR NOIJ:' EMPLOYED A'T THE TIME OF THE STUDY 
·----------·---.--~ 
-- --
Total Number Employed Men Men Graduates 
Year of of Men Graduates Not Eyl_ployeg 
Graduation Graduates No.· -Pei· ·ceri.t . J!o. Per Cent 
1950 17 10 58.83 7 41.18 
1951 22 12 54-. 55 10 45.45 
1952 22 12 5l+. 55 10 1+5.45 
---.y--------.1*"'-·---.-......--~-~..::,,,,,.--........,,-.-~------... ..... ~----------
---
Total 61 311- 55.73 2'? Li-4. 27 
_'_rhis table should be read as follows: Of a total of 
seventeen :men who graduated in 1950, ten, or 5'8.83 per cent, 
were ernployed at the time of the study; and seven, o:.. .. li-1.18 
per cent, were not employed., 
'l'J\J31E XXI 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF 79 WOMEN GRADUATES \tJHO WERE EMPLOYED 
F'ULL-'.i:lME OR NOT EMPLOYED AT THE TIME OF' THE STUDY 
--··=----·-·-.:.<-=, - =,,,-,-"""' s.<==,-.c.0.+·c~=~--~~«,,.,.-=-=·'-""""'·°'··"'-'~"'"""'''-=c.v."'="-....,,-__._,.-""',=~-- .,. • .,,- .. _=·-"'"""' 
"'-c'°""""",.,.,__.,,.5,,,=~-s--'~="=------.=.-:,,..--ec . .---,,·.-..-~~""-""--"'•'"-'""1'-=·~~"'....,,,,.....,,_,.•.=,=•<",.,.._-~-=...,,··,....,.,,._,,-.-,-.~=•=-,0c,..,.,..=-.-=.._~~-.r.=,a -.,_,'°""""...,..,..,_ __ _ 
Employed Wornen 
Total Number Women Graduates 
Yea1~ of of VJomon .. G:raduatcs Not Er,.rplo_yE~d 
.Grad.uati.op -· ,. __ G:r:aduat5~s .. _. ,_,.No_ .... Per Cent_,x, _____ No. ·- Per dmt 
1950 21 11 r.::2 ').8 '.) -·..) 10 l+7 .62 
1951 2'7 lh. -v 59 .. 26 11 >+o. 74 
1952 31 1-::> ... _ 38.71 19 ;,' 1 ')9 0 • , .. 
Total. '/9 39 1+9. 3'7 t~o 
Th1s table should be read as follows: Of a total of 
r,•p1.·,-i-\T-t~)T'A 1·,l0'1'Q·''"1'"' '.l'}')Q !Fl'"°CiU"-:-c,r;J ·l·r1 ]05-0 r-01 le·1JAl'l o·--• C:::;) ··,0() · Vii\/-.., .... 1<.r-e.; J.J........- ·J \_- ~- V .J, t'\;_, i;.)..J,.. t.;1,. -- -C-~ v-..,.J. -1,,..,,_, . - ,.I ' """'- V- ' .L ..)- W _:) 
pe!' cent,, were employed fu11-time at tr.,e ti:me of the stud.y. 
Ten, or' Lf7.62 per cent, were not employed. 
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empl9yed at the time of the studyG Seventy-three, or 52.14 
per cent, were employed, and sixty-seven, or lr7.86 per cent, 
were not employed. 
How 1Panx graduates~ j:!IDployed ,Ml-time in Liberal at 
th.st _tims3 of the stud;f? Table XXIII shows, by class, the number 
of graduates who ·were employed full-time in Liberal at the 
time they returned the questionnaire .. T\venty-one graduates 
of the class of 1950 were employed at the time of the study; 
11, or 52.38 per cent, were working in Liberal,, Twenty-eight 
graduates of the class of 1951 were employed at the time of 
the study; 20, or 71.,43 per cent, were working in Liberal. 
Twenty-four graduates of the class of 1952 were employed at 
the time of the study; 21, or 87.50 per cent, were working 
in Liberal. Of the 73 graduates who were employed at the 
time of the study, 52, or 71.23 per cent, were working in 
· Liberal. 
firms~ the gradu~tes employed, and 
what , 1.v:r2e~. gf ~ :y.re1~e they doing at the time of the s tudx? 
Data presented in Table XXIV show the types of work performed 
by the graduates on their present full-time jobs. Of the one 
hundred forty respondents, one hundred twenty-six have held 
full-time jobs; of these one hundred twenty-six, seventy-
three were employed at the time they answered the questionnaire • 
. At the time of the study thirty-four men were employed 
full-time. Eight, or 23~53 per cent, were employed as 
mechanics; six, or 17.65 per cent, were sales clerks; four, 
or 11.78 per cent were farming; two, or 5.88 per cent, were 
' 
I 
empl9yed as clerk-typists, Eight men graduates, or 23.53 
TABLE XXII 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF 1>+0 GRADUATES WHO WERE EMPLOYED 
FULL-TIME OR NO'r EMPLOYED AT' I'HE TIME OF THE S11UDY 
Total ·rotal 
Total Nurnbe1'"' Em.ployod Graduates 
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Year of o.f __ Qf:~11§_13_ ,~ot Em.r~eci 
GradJJ.aJion, ·-- Graduates -~-~-- ]cl . ., Pe~ Cent "_.,_}b;L_yer_C~ent~. 
1950 :i.8 ...,, 21 55.,26 17 Li.4. 171+ ~ Ir: { 
19:51 49 ~:8 57 .14- 21 1+~~e 86 
1952 53 24 L1-5.,28 29 51+.?2 
140 52.14 67 47~86 
_____ ,, .... ~-----s,,...---"---,.,,...,=--~,·--.,;c,,.--.,-..,,~,"'°"""'-.,...,__...,""'=--'·=-•,.,.......,,..,_-.-,...,_. __ -..,.~,~---=--•._=..=·-,.--=---="·«-c-..-,-,,,,...c-.....~..,.,..-~..._ . ...,,., _____ _. .-a=.s---"""-"""..-..,...._~..--.------
-..,."<--=~----,.-:,,_,-~,- ~..-·_-,_,_.-__,,,,,F--',=•'""'""""'''"""'""''--""""'.,,..'""'--~-.....-·-·=""'""'""""'""-"""'"<=""__ _ _,,.,.... ... ,~--~.-=-.-,____ ____ ,.. 
This table should be read as follows: Of the 38 
gr;a .. duate;, of 1950, :21, or 57.26 per eent, weJ:1::1 emplO'Tt.1d 
full-time at the time of the study; and 17, or L.J+.74-~ 
per cent were not employed. 
TABLE XXIII 
NUMBER OF GRA.DUA'rES 'WHO AHE PRESENTLY EMPLOYED FULL-TIME IN LIBERAL 
- . - ------ ------- -
T;Ien Graduates Vfomen Graduates Total Graduates 
Presently Presently Presently 
Graduated Presently Employed in Presently Employed in Presently Employed in 
Em:1210:t:ed Liberal Emplored Liberal Em2lo;yed Liberal Per Cent 
1950 
1951 
1952 
Total 
10 
12 
12 
34 
4 
6 
11 
21 
11 7 21 11 
16 14 28 20 
12 10 24 21 
39 31 73 52 
This table should be read as follows: In the class of 1950 there were ten men 
employed full-time at the time of the study. Of these, four are employed in Liberal. 
There were eleven women employed full-time at the time of the study. Of these, seven 
are employed in Liberal. In all, there are twenty-one graduates presently employed 
and of these, eleven, or 52.38 per cent, are employed in Liberal. 
52.38 
71.43 
87. 50 
71.23 
l,J 
~ 
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per 1cent of those employed, did work: in which their business 
trai:ning was of help to them. 
Of the thirty-nine women graduates who were presently 
employed in full-time jobs; twelvo, or 30.78 per cent, were 
employGd as bookkeepel"·s; twelve, o:r 30. 78 per cent, were 
employed as secretaries; three, or 7.69 per cent, were sales 
clerks; three, or 7.69 per cent, were stenographers; two, or 
5~12 per cent were waitresses. 11hirty-two women graduates, 
o:r 82.05 per cent of those employed, did wo1~k in which their 
business training was of h1i)lp to them. 
What J2§};:_<l.§.nta££, of the graduates .sI.Q married? Table XXV 
reveals the marital status of the sixty-one men graduates. 
Fourteen, or 22.96 per cent, were married, and forty-seven, 
or 77.04 per cent, were unmarried. 
Table XXVI reveals the marital status of the seventy-
nine women graduates. Tl.'ITenty-nine, or 36 .. 71 per cent, were 
married; fifty, or 63.29 per cent, were unmarried. 
Wh<a:t :gercenta,g_~. Q1. married ,women graduates are otherwise 
emnloyeg.? As shown in Table XXVIII, there are twenty-nine 
married women graduates. Twelve of the twenty-ni.ne, or 4·1.37 
per cent, were gainfully employed in full-time jobs; seventeen, 
or 58.63 per cent, were not so employed,o 
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TABLE: ]CCIV 
TYPES OF WORK PJt.RFO:m:vfED BY GHADUA'l'.Cb ON PRESE:N'l' FULL-TIME JOBS 
.Mon Women 'l'o tal 
Gradun.tcs Graduates Gr2.2.duates 
1.YJ2.§§ ofWg l' k ··---·-- ·No,. ~ C en:L_ No • p G 1' . Gen t~ __ Nq .... p GJ'. Cent 
Ba1:bor 1 2.9L1- 1 -; .,...., fi .L •.)I 
Beauti.cian 1 2. 56 1 1.3'7 
Bookkeoper 12 30.'78 12 16 .l+Li-
Carpenter 1 2 o4 1 1. '>,7 
-· .,! Cle1°k-'I'ypist 2 5.88 2 2.74 
Cook 1 2 .. 94 1 ] -~7 
-. ·-' 
IT£1rn1ix1.£?.: 4 11.73 LL 5.48 
Lint1man 2 5.88 2 2. 7~-
Mecha.nic 8 23.53 8 10.96 
Mechanical Teclmician l ,, 04 1 1.3'7 <:. 7 
Nti.r·s0 , 2. 56 1 J ''.:1'1 .L -. ..) 
Policeman 1 2 04 
-. ,/ 1 1 • .3'1 
Recapper (Tires) 1 2. tjl+ .., 1.37 .L 
Receptionist 1 2.56 1 1.37 
HeseJ.·vo.tionist 1 2. 56 1 1 .. 3'7 
Sales Clerk 6 17.65 3 7a69 9 12.32 
t~ecretary 1:2 30.78 ·1 ') 16 .1+4 -,1..,~-
Sl1ectmetal Work 2 5.88 2 2.74 
Stenographer ":\ 7.69 ') li- .11 
,J :J 
Stereotyper 1 2.9l+ 1 1.37 
Tag Ma1·ker 1 2. 56 1 1.37 
'.I'eleg:raphy 1 2 C'~- 1 1.37 - • '7 
TelephonB Operator 2 5 .. 12 2 2.?4 
Truck Driver 1 2.94 1 1.37 
Waitress ,, 5~12 2 2.74 C 
Welder 1 2 d~ . ';) - 1 1.37 
----~··-.c:,=.ep»-=~=~-=--,....-··""""'-•;o,---,_,...-_~._..__,,..,,.,_. =~-~->="-"'"-ec•_,,..,,...~--<~V'""'"'''°--··"--•~•<>-=>-<=->'-,:-•oL-=,,,,.'="'-~= 
Total 31:- 100 .GO 39 J.00~00 73 100.00 
This table s.hould be read as follows: One man graduate 
or 2. 94 p,er cent of the total mon graduates e:urployed at the 
present time, indicated ho is employed as a barber. 
'+0 
TABLE XXV 
MARITAL STATUS OF THE 61 MEN GRADUATES 
.. - ... ----...-,~---------.. ----
________ ,,,__ 
--·--.... ·----"'=- ---------_..._.., ..... ·------Total Number 
Yea.r of 0~ J.. Men Married Unmarried 
Graduation Graduates No. P~r Cent No. Per Cel}..t_ 
1950 17 6 35.29 11 64.71 
1951 22 5 22.73 17 77.27 
1952 22 3 13.64 19 86.36 
- ·---
Total 61 14 22.96 47 77 .o>+ 
This table should be read as follows: Of the seventeen 
men graduates for 1950, 6, or 35.29 per cent, were married; 
eleven, or 64.71 per cent, were not married. 
TABLE XXVI 
MARI'rAL STATUS OF 79 WOMEN GRADUATES 
Tot.al Number 
Year of of' Women _ Married Unmarried __ 
Graduation Graduates No. Per Cent . No. Per Cl2lnt 
1950 
1951 
1952 
21 
27 
31 
10 
13 
6 
47.62 
48 .. 15 
19.35 
11 
14 
25 
52.38 
51.85 
80.65 
-·---------------·--------
Total 79 29 36.71 50 63.29 
This table should be read as follows: Of the twenty-one 
women graduates for 1950, 10, or 47.62 per cent, were married; 
11, or 52.38 per cent were not married. 
1+2 
TABLE XXVII 
MARITAL S'.f:A'.T.'Uf; Oli' nm ll+O GRADUATES 
Total Ntw1ber 
Year of of Married. Unma.rried 
Grad'qa!,;Lo:tL .. _J}r:aduat~~---,No:=Jer---J-!'c-:;;n-__ ;-, ...____ N~s.r_Q.filli_ 
1950 3H 16 l+2.11 22 57.89 
1951 l1.9 18 36.'73 ".l,l .,., 63.27 
53 9 16.98 )--tl+ 83.02 
----··---
Total 140 30.72 97 69.28 
'l1hls table sh01:1_ld be read as follows: Of the 38 
graduates for the year 19 50, 16, or 42 .11 per cent, 'it.re re 
married. Twenty-two, or 57.89 per cent, were not married. 
TABLE XXVIII 
PRESENT EMPLOYM.ENT STATUS OF 29 M.l\.RRIED WOMEN GRADUATES 
(FULL-I'lME EMPLOYMEN'I') 
43 
Total Number of Gainfully Not Gainfully 
Year of l"'ia:r:cied Women _ EJrm.J..,..Q:t§_..d__ _Jl1n-1;:loyed . 
Gr~..f!Jlp.tJ.on _. ___ Qra(lnJit_e_s ___ pq ·~--P_er_S~ .... e-.... n .... t ____ N ....oa-.. ,uPer .,9~n,:t __ _ 
1950 10 3 30.00 7 70.00 
1951 13 8 61.54 5 38.46 
1952 6 1 16.67 5 83.33 
--
'l'dtal 29 12 l;-1. 37 17 58.63 
-- .. ---.. -
-- --
,.., ... ,.. __ 
& ....... d 
This table should be read as follows: Of ten married 
women graduates of 1950, 3 or 30 per cent, were gainfully 
employed on a. full-time basis; and 7, or 70 per cent, were 
not gainfully employsd •. 
CHAPTER III 
POST HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES OF THE GRADUATES 
To assist in setting up a curriculrun to meet the needs 
of students, it is desirable to know how many graduates con-
tinue their education after they leave high school and how 
many enter employment immediately after they graduate. The 
employment experiences of the Liberal High School graduates 
were analyzed in Chapter II. The present section of the study 
is an analysis of the post-high school educational experiencea 
of the graduates. Also included in this section of the study 
are the graduates' criticisms concerning the courses and ac-
tivities of Liberal High School. 
How many graduates and what 12ercentage of them attended 
la 12ost high school educational institution? Table XXIX shows 
the number and percentage of the men graduates who attended 
or did not attend a post high school educational institution. 
This table shows that thirty-eight, or 62.29 per cent, of the 
sixty-one men graduates attended post high school educational_ 
institutions • 
. Table XXX reveals the number and percentage of women 
graduates who have and have not attended post high school 
educational institutions. Thirty-five, or 44.3 per cent, of 
the seventy-nine women graduates attended some post high 
schoc>l educational .institution. 
i 
TABLE XXIX 
NUMBER AND PERCENT.AGE OF MEN GRADUATES WHO A1irl'ENDED AND WHO 
DID NOT A1''.I'END POST HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 
.----- --·-------=-
-----·-· 
Year of Number of Attended Did Not Attend 
.QliduatiQR~ ____ Jrgdup:tfilL. . No~JerCe~YezJ&nt 
1950 17 13 76.47 
1951 22 1t1. 63.64 
1952 22 11 50.00 
--=..,,-·-----
Total 61 38 62.29 
. -
.,....,._"""'"""""" 
--
This table should be read as ·follows: 
1950 men graduates, thirteen, or 76.47 per 
post high school educational institutions; 
per cent, did not attend. 
4 23.53 
8 36.36 
11 50.00 
23 37.71 
·-· 
-;--·~= .. _..,,... _____ , 
Of the seventeen 
cent, attended 
four, or 23.53 
TABLE XXX 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF WOMEN GRADUATES WHO ATTENDED AND WHO 
DID NOT AT1'END POST HIGH SC.HOOL EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS 
==-==- -Year of 
Graduation 
1950 
1951 
1952 
Total 
'=--=---= : =·,-...,-,.,·""'·--------""~""'>-·'O'--·-· - - ______ _ c,__,,, __ 
Number of Attended Did Not Attend 
9J'J?Smato s -~-·- )iro • h,~.P er Csm:L_n_ No ~ei:....Qfill_t 
21 
27 
31 
79 
9 
10 
16 
35 
42.86 
37 .01+ 
51.6.1 
12 
17 
15 
44 
57.14 
62.96 
h8 1,q 
. . _., / 
55.70 
------_"'......,.,.~ ------"' -""""""'-· 
·- .--~- ---~---·--·- - ·-· ---·--
:f.1his table s.h.ould be read as follows: Of the twenty-
one 1950 women graduates, nine, or l+2.86 per cent, attended 
post high school educational institutions; twelve, or 57.14 
per cent, did not attend. 
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Table XXXI shows the total number and percentage of 
grad~ates who have and who have not continued their education 
by attending post high school educational institutions. 
Seventy-three, or .52.14 per cen.t 3 of the one hundred forty 
graduates have attended post high school educational 
institutions. 
For what period of time ~ ~ .r.J.. . aduates attend post 
high school educational institutions, an~~ types of in-
stitutio'ns did they attend? What were the ma;jor fields 
studied? Data in Table XX.XII give the length of time grad-
uates have spent in attending post high school educational 
institutions and the types of schools they attended. 
A total of thirty-four men and twenty-three women gradu-
ates attended a four-year college. 'I'hreemen attended a 
junior college; two women attended a business college; one 
man and two women attended trade schools. Nurses training 
was taken by seven women. 
Twenty-seven men graduates and twenty-three women grad-
uates were attending post high school educational institutions 
at the time the questionnaires were returned. 
Table XX.XIII shows the major fields of study of the 
graduates who attended a four-year college or a junior college. 
The men graduates have chosen from a variety of fields with 
nine, or 24.32 per cent, in business administration; five, or 
13.51 per cent, in engineering; three, or 8.12 per cent, in 
pre-medical; and three, or 8.12 per cent, in history. Women 
graduates have chosen major fields as follows: six, or 26.07 
TABLE XX.XI 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF GRADUA2:ES WHO AfTENDED AND WHO 
DID NOT ATTEND POS'r HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATIONAL INS1'ITUTIONS 
48 
=:::; 
-=-.:: k!C= 
·-· 
......... .. ¥44 ## -= *="'='~' . 
-==rm™* t=:"e'" 1:~-=~~ 
Year of Number of _Attended Pid Not At..tfilld 
Graduation Gr,J1dJd...~..i,e s No. Per Cent No ._P~_r_Cent 
1950 38 22 57.89 16 42.11 
1951 49 24 48.98 25 51.02 
1952 53 27 50.94 26 49.06 
-
Total 140 73 52.14· 67 47.86 
This table should be read as follows~ Of th,3 thirty-
eight 1950 graduates, 22, or 57.89 per cent, attended post 
high school education institutions; sixteen, or 42.11 per 
cent, did not attend. 
'!\Tumber of 
Months 
TABLE XXXII 
LENGTH OF ~'BIB GRADUATES HAVE .t"iTTENDED POST HIGH SCHOOL :EDUCATIONAL 
IJ\JSTITUTIONS AND 1'YFES OF INSTD'UTIOIJS 'THEY HAVE ATTENDED 
Four-Year Junior Business Trade Nurses 
College College College School __ Tra i.ning 'Total 
Attended Men Women Men 1romen Men Women Nien ·;;:'ornen r1Ien Vfornc:n Men ·women Total 
3 1 1 2 1 "' j 
4-7 4 2 1 1 3 c; ., 
8-11 11 13 1 "' 11 17 j 
12-18 11 3 1 1 12 4 
19 .... 24 2 3 2 3 
25-30 9 3 9 3 
-
Total 34 23 3 2 1 3 7 38. 35 
This table should be read as follows: One man graduate had attended a four-year 
college for three months at the time of the study. 
4 
8 
28 
16 
5 
12 
73 
+ 
,O 
)U 
per cent, music education; four, or 17.38 per cent, education; 
two, or 8.7 per cent, Enelish; two, or 8.7 per cent, home 
economics; and two, or 8.7 per cent, occupational therapy. 
· What business §Ubjegj:;s di_q .th:~ g_raduates study while 
at~gndj_Jlg high ,g;cho..Ql? Table XXXIV reveals the business 
subjects graduates studied in high school. Business subjects 
offered during the years these graduates were in high school 
were first-year typing, second-year typing, first-year short-
hand, second-year shorthand, business arithmetic, and bookkeeping. 
Forty-eight of the 61 men graduates, or 78.69 per cent, 
studied first-year typing while in high school; four, or 6.56 
per cent, studied second-year typing; twenty-four, or 40.98 
per cent, studied business arithmetic; and eleven, or 18.03 
per cent, studied bookkeeping. 
Seventy-six of the 79 women graduates, or 96.21 per cent, 
studied first-year typing while in high school; thirty-five, 
or 44.31 per cent, studj_ed second-year typing; thirty, or 
37.98 per cent, studied first-year shorthand; eighteen, or 
22.76 per cent, studied second-year shorthand; thirty-three, 
or 41.77 per cent, studied business arithmetic; and thirty-
four, or 43.04 per cent, studied bookkeeping. 
What business courses studied in high school have~ 
µseful to ..:t.11§. graduates in their jobs? Table XXXV shows the 
business courses studied in high school by men graduates who 
have held full-time jobs and the courses these graduates be-
lieve have been of help to them in their employment. 
There were fifty-five men graduates who have held a full-
time;job. Forty-four of them studied typing I while they were 
TAULE XXXIII 
J:il.AJ-OR FIELDS OP S'.CUDY OF THE GHADUATES vJ.EO HAVE A'l"l:ENDED 
A FOUR-YEAH COLLEGE OH A JUNIOR COLLEGE 
----·--~-
Accounting 1 
JLgric121. 1~1.1]7e 2 
Architecture 1 
Bible 
Bus. Administration 9 
Education 3 
English 1 
Eng1r1eering 5 
History 3 
Home Economics 
Interior- Design 
Music Education 
M& 1 
Occupa::1onal Thera:py 
Optometry 1 
Pharmacy 1 
Physical Education 
Pre-Dental 1 
Pre-Medical 3 
Pre-Osteopathic 1 
Pre-Veterinary 1 
Psychology 1 
Science 1 
Social Science 
Sociology 1 
Speech 
Total 37 
2.70 [;' h1 ) • I 
2.70 
riL ·1•) C. ,- .. :)C.. 
8.12 
2.70 
13. 51 
8.12 
2.70 
0 'l' 0 ,G... ) 
2.70 
8.12 
2.70 
2.70 
2.70 
2.70 
2.70 
100.00 
1 
1 
l+ 
n, 
~ 
2 
1 
6 
2 
l 
1 
1 
1 
23 
1 1 '7 ~.i.... t) 
2 " ') 3 j •.. ,.) 
1 1.67 
l+-. 35 
l+.35 
1 1.67 
10 16.67 
17.38 7 11.67 
8.70 3 5.00 
5 0 '"'-, o • .::u 
3 5.oo 
8.70 
4.35 
2 '.). '.{ ·.::i 
..,.I • ._t ... ;) 
l 1.67 
26.07 6 10.00 
1 1.67 
8.70 2 3.33 
1 1.67 
l 1.67 
~-.35 l 1.67 
l 1.67 
3 5.00 
1 1.67 
1 1.67 
l+.35 2 3.33 
1 1.67 
L, .• 35 1 1.67 
1 1.67 
l.,. -:> 5 
I .• .,_) l 1.67 
100.00 60 100.00 
51 
._,,._......,.,_ "'-"'-', _ C. . + . _ - .... --···"""'"''"""'L•--V...,,__,, ·-<1:-,,,,,,._._._,.._"~- -,,c;-----
-~~--S c.,.,.._-,_-,-·.-,.,_-.--_,-,,.,__,_....,_.._""""°"-~-,...-.. ...,........._ ---,.._-=,,,___ """"'--------
This table should be read as follows: Accounting was 
the major field of study for one, or 2.7 per cent, of the 
men graduates who attended a four-year college or a junior 
college. 
T.ABLE XiG:IV 
BUSINESS SUBJECTS 140 GRADUATES STUDIED IN HIGH SCHOOL 
Year of Shorthand Shorthand Business 
Graduation Typing I Typing II I II Arithmetic 
M !__.'.L~-=~'~ __j~v 'T1 Ii/1 11;r T M Vi T !:~ m T .;. ,l,J 'i.:1.-' 
1950 16 21 37 2 13 15 11 11 7 7 5 6 11 
1951 16 27 43 2 10 12 10 10 .6 6 11 14 25 
1952 16 28 li-4 12. 12 9 9 5 5 9 13 22 
-
Total 48 76 124 4 35 39 30 30 18 18 24 33 58 
Percentages 
of 140 
Gra.duates 88.57 27.86 21.43 12.85 41.t1-3 
-
Percenta.ge s 
of 61 Men 
Graduates 78.69 6.56 40.98 
Percentages 
of 79 Women 
Graduates 96.21 44.31 37.98 22.76 41.77 
Bookkeeping 
M w 'I' 
2 15 17 
5 10 15 
4 9 13 
11 34 45 
32 .1l1-
18.03 
43.04 
\..,'l, 
i\) 
in high school. Of these fo1·ty-four men graduates, seventeen, 
or 38.63 per cent, indicated that the course had been benefi-
cial to them in their full-time employment. Thirteen rnen 
graduates had studied bookkeep1nr; while in high school, and 
seven, or 53.85 per cent, indicated that the course had been 
beneficial to them. Eight, or 33.33 per cent, of the twenty-
four men who had studied business arithmetic indicated that 
it had been a help to them. 
Table XX.XVI gives information concerning ·whether the 
business courses studied by the ·women graduatBs were beneficial 
to them in their full-time jobs. 
Sixty-eight women had studied first-year typing in high 
school; 50, or 73.53 per cent, indicated that the course had 
been helpful to them. Thirty-four women had studied second-
year typing; 30, or 88.24 per cent, indicated that the course 
had been beneficial to them. First-year shorthand-had been 
studied by 29 women; arid 14, or '+8.28 per cent, indicated that 
the course had been of help. Fifteen women had studied second-
year shorthand; and eleven, or 73.33 per cent, of these indi-
cated that it had been beneficial to them on jobs. Twenty-
seven ·women had studied business arithmetic, and 19, or 70.37 
per cent, indicated it had been of help •. Bookkeeping had heen 
studied by thirty-three women; and 21, or 63.63 per cent, 
indicated that the course had been helpful to them on their 
jobs. 
Table XXXVII reveals the total number of graduates who 
have hE"dd one or more full-time jobs since they left high school 
TABLE XXXV 
NUMBER OF MEN GRADUI 1fE:8 Vnm HAVE JIELD A FliLL-'J'HIB ,JOB SINCE 1'HEY GRADUA'.I'ED FROM HIGH SCHOOL 
AND THE HIDffiER 'fY1:IO HEPORTED T:::rnT VARIOUS BUSINESS SUBJECTS THAT TTIBY STUDIED IN 
HIGH SCHOOL H.AY!1 BEEN BENEFICIAL TO 17HEM: IN THEIR FULL-TIME JOBS 
- Number '.7h'o Shorthand Shorthand Busj_ness 
Year of have he1d a. ~ing_.12 T:y:ping II I II Ari.thmetic Bookkeeuing 
-,-Graduation Full-time jQb !!.i B E B E E B .. E B E B 
1950 14 13 6 2 2 4· 1 2 1 
1951 21 15 6 2 1 10 4 6 4 
1952 20 16 5 10 3 5 2 
Total 55 44 17 4 3 24 8 13 7 
Per Cent3 38.63 75. 33.33 53.85 
1 Eis for the number enrolled. 
2 B is for the number ·who renorted that the course was beneficial to them. 
3 The percentage represents the number who think the course was beneficial divided by 
the number who enrolled. 
Thj_s table should be read as follows: Of the fourteen rnen graduates for the year of 1950, 
thlrteen had credtt in typing I and six of' these believe the course has been beneficial to-
them. Of the forty-four men who enrolled in the course, seventeen, or 38.63 per cent, think 
typing I has been beneficial to them in their full-time jobs. 
\::1 
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. TABLE XXXVI 
NUMBER OF WOMEN GRADUf\TES v:rm HAVE HELD A FULL-1rHlfE J()B SINCE 'THEY GRADUATED FROM HIGH SCHOOL 
AND THE NUJvIBEH vrHO REPOR'fED ~i'HAT VARIOUS BUSINESS SUBJECTS T"FIAT 'l'BEY STtJDIED IN 
aIGH SCHOOL HAVE BEEN BENEFICIAL 'IO. 'I'IiEM IN 'I'HEIR. FULL-TIME JOBS 
Number who Shorthand Shorthand· BusinesG 
Year of have held a 
~lliLJ Tyning IJ. I II Arithmetic Bookkee:ging Graduation ~fnll-time .job E B2 E B E .B E B E B E B 
1950 19 18 13 12 11 10 3 5 3 5 3 14 5 
1951 25 24 21 10 10 10. 7 5 4 13 10 11 0 / 
1952 27 26 16 12. 9 9 4 5 4 9 6 8 7 
Total 71 68 50 34 30 29 14 15 11 27 19 33 21 
Per Cent3 73. 53 88.24 48.28 73.33 70.37 63.63 
1 Eis for the number enrolled. 
2 B is f'or the number that thought the course vras beneficial to them. 
3 The percentage represents the number who thought the course was beneficial divided 
by the number who enrolled. 
This table should be read as follmFs: Of the thirteen women graduates for the year of 
1950, eighteen had credit in Typing I and thlrteen of them believed the course had been 
beneficial to them. Of the sixty-eight women who had enro1led in the course, fifty, or 73.53 
per cent, thought typtng I had been beneficial to them ln their full-time jobs. 
\,S\ 
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and the number who reported tbat the business subjects studied 
in high school were beneficial to them in their jobs. This 
table indicates that a ;majority of the eraduates have a favor-
able opinion concerning the vaJ.u,3 of their training and on-the-
job applications of that training .. Only in the case of first-
year shorthand did more than half of the graduates who had 
enrolled in the course believe it had been of no hGlp to them 
in their employment. 
Khat. courses not taken in lJj.gh school do the graduates 
belleve would have been of value to ..ihfilg in ~ ,jqb,s the:y 
have held since ·they graduated fI:9..fil hi.Jill school? Data given 
in Table XXXVIII show ·the business cou1:·ses not studied in 
high school. that grad1w.tes who· have held full-time jobs believe 
would have been valuable to th(~m. Shorthand was mentioned by 
fifty, or 35.71 per cent, of the ll+o graduates included in 
this study; bookkeeping was mentioned by 38, ~r 27.14 per 
cent; second-year typing was mentioned by 20, or 14.28 per 
cent. Evidently there are many graduates who wish they had 
studied more business subjects while in high school. 
TABLE XXXVII 
I'-TT.T1VrRRR OF CRADUA'T'ES ,:•ruo HA.VE FIELD A FULL-TIME JOB SINCE THEY GRADUATED FR0:i1f HIGH SCHOOL AND 
THE NUMBER W.1110 REPORTED THAT VARIOUS BU8INE8S SUBJECTS THAT THF,Y STUDIED IN HIGH 
SCHOOL }IA VE BEEN BENEFICIAL TO THEM IN. FULL-TIME JOBS 
Number who Shorthand Shorthe . .nd Business 
Year of have held a Tr¥ing I E B2 
Tr2ing II I II Arithmetic Bookkeeping 
Graduation full-time job E B E B E B E B E B 
1950 33 31 19 14 13 10 3 5 3 9 4 16 6 
1951 46 39 27 12 11 10 7 5 4 23 14 17 13 
1952 47 42 21 12 9 9 4 5 4 19 9 13 9 
Total 126 122 67 38 33 29 14 15 11 51 27 46 28 
Per Cent3 54.92 86.84 48.28 73.33 52.94 60.87 
lE is for the number enrolled. 
2B is for the number that thought the course was beneficial to them. 
3 The percentage represents the number who thought the course was beneficial divided 
1~7 the ~umber who enrolled. 
}··t.is table should be read as follows: Of the thirty-three graduates for the year of 
1950, thirty-one had credit in Typing I and nineteen of these believed the course had been 
beneficial to them. Of the one hundred tv.renty-two graduates v1ho had enrolled in the course 
sixty-seven, or 54.92 per cent, thought typing had been beneficial to them in their 
full-time jobs. 
\.I', 
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TABLE XXXVIII 
COURSES NOT TAKEN IN HIGH SCHOOL THAT GRADUA'rES BELIEVE WOULD 
HAVE ~1EEN OF VALUE TO THEM IN THE JOBS THEY HAVE HELD SINCE 
THEY GRADUATED FROM HIGH SCHOOL 
Gradu_ate.s ~o Mentioned Each 9_µb,i~c.t 
Total 
COJd!.se.-------~-11-- Women N~. P.er Cent* 
Shorthand 
.-Bookkeeping 
'.l'yping II 
Business English 
Comm0:rcial Law 
Business Arithmetic 
Genorul Business 
Business Machines 
Economics 
,,Accounting 
Salesmanship 
Speech 
12 
14 
3 
5 
10 
7 
5 
4 
1 
3 
2 
1 
1 
38 
2Y-
17 
13 
6 
Y-
6 
2 
5 
50 
38 
20 
18 
16 
11 
11 
6 
6 
3 
2 
1 
1 
35. 71-----
27 .14 ,.,.-,-
11+. 28 
12.86 
11.43 
'7.86 
7.86 
4.28 
4.28 
2.14 
1.43/ 
.71 
.71 
===========-=== --·--· =========== 
This table should be reo.d as follows: Shorthand is a 
subject twelve men and thirty-eight women ;Jelieve would have 
been of value to them in the jobs they havG held since 
graduation. 
* Based on the 140 graduates included in the study. 
What comments QI. criticisms do the graduates offer in 
regar~ .tQ. ~ curriculum? Graduates were invited to offer 
criticisms and comments in regard to the curriculum of Liberal 
High School. The following are typical examples of comments 
and criticism offered in regard to the business curriculum: 
''Offer a shorthand course for boys only; few boys will 
take a course which is attended by 99 per cent girls. 0 
· "Make first-year typing compulsory. 11 
"Stress business English and business arithmetic more; 
too many high school students can't add.'t 
0 If possible, obtain more types of business machines on 
which the students would be able to receive instruction.n 
nProgram is fine in my opinion.n 
111 believe that all girls, especially, should be required 
to take shorthand and typing.n 
11More emphasis on English--business and otherwise. 11 
"1 believe there should be more requirements for students 
to take some typing, bookkeeping and, shorthand. You don I t 
realize until you are out of school, how important.those 
courses are to you in obtaining a job. 11 
ur think it is very good now, but I do think more emphasis 
should Lie placed on commerce work. I deeply regret not having 
taken more. 11 
"An L. H .. S. student should have the different subjects 
explained to him. He also should be told just how the kn.ow-
l edge of the offered subjects will benefit him, no matter trhat 
he may decide to do after graduation." 
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CHAP:tER IV 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Findings 
How man:y; graduates have~ !!!11.-~ jobs? One hundred 
twenty-six of the one hundred forty graduates have held full-
time jobs at some time since they graduated from Liberal High 
School. Of these 126 graduates, fifty-five are men and seventy-
one are women. 
What 1.§. ~ length of time between high school graduation 
and the first .:f.:QJ.1-time employment of the graduates2 Of the 
126 graduates who have held full-time jobs at some time since 
they graduated from high school, ninety-eight, or 77.78 per 
cent, received their first full-time employment within three 
weeks after graduation. 
In which cities and states did~ graduates obtain their 
initial !:llll-.:g..m~ employrµent? Of the one hundred twenty-six 
graduates who obtained initial full-time jobs, one hundred 
nine, or 86.51 per cent, secured their first full-time employ-
ment in Liberal. 
In what types of business firms did the graduates obtain 
their·initial jobs'? The 126 graduates found employment in 
38 different kinds of business. Of the 55 men graduates, seven 
started with office jobs. Of the 71 women graduates who have 
held a full-time job, 35 did office work in their initial jobs. 
v ..... 
·How did~ graduates obtain their first full-time .jobs? 
Twenty-two, or l.t-0 per cent, of the 55 men who have held a 
full-time job, obtained their first full-time jobs through 
personal applications. Of the 71 women graduates who have 
held a full time job, forty-seven, or 66.2 per cent, received 
information leading to their employment through personal 
applications. 
What types of~~ .P..§rformed ~ the graduates .Q!1 
thei1: .initial full-~ jobs? What office machines and 
eguipmen1 did the graduates~ on full-~ jobs held after 
they graduf;\~ed f1:.Q.m high school'? Eleven, or 20 per cent, of 
the 55 men who have held a·full-time job, were farming on 
their initial full-time jobs; thirteen were in sales clerk 
jobs; seven \17ere clerk-typists. Twenty-two men graduates did 
work in which their business training was of help to them. 
Twenty-three, or 32.39 per cent, of the 71 women who have 
held a full-time job, were sales clerks, twelve were bookkeepers, 
eight were secretaries, five were stenographers, four were 
receptionists, and three were cashiers in their initial .full-
time jobs. Fifty-five women did work that required business 
skills that they had acquired while in high school. 
Ninety, or 71.42 per cent, of the 126 graduates who had 
been employed full-time used the typewriter in one or more 
full-time jobs held since graduation, 87, or 69.05 per cent, 
used the adding machine, and 71, or 56.35 per cent, used the 
cash register. 
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What lel1P'th of time did the PTaduates remain on their ,_ 1·? ---- 1'.?J •. ..,.., ..... ___ ,.;;,.;;,,;;.;:;.;;;;;,;;;;. 
first full-time jobs? Forty-seven, or 3'7 .3 per cent, of the 
126 graduates who have held a full-time job, remained on 
their initial full-time jobs for not longer than three months; 
thirty-two or 25. 39 per con.t, remained from 4, to 7 months; 
twenty-five, or 19.84 per cent, remained from 8 to 11 months. 
The remaining twenty-two, or 1'7 .47 1Jer cent, held their first 
jobs for a year or longer. 
What ~ some of the :i:na,ior duties w!JJch graduates have 
school? The 126 graduates who have held a fu11-time job ·were 
asked to che duties ·which thE.~Y have performed on jobs they 
have held since graduD.tion from high school. 1'herc were 603 
individual mentions of duties performed. These mentions were 
di vicled as follo·ws: answered telephone, 89; did filing, 73; 
handled mail, 70; typed straight copy, 69; sold goods, 65; 
filled in forms, 63; recei VE:id business callers, 57; kept books, 
48; prepa:ced payrolls, 29; typed legal papers, 26; and typed 
from shorthand notes, 14. 
at .fil'.§Sent? What per;ce12tage of the ,graduates are unemployed? 
Of the total sixty-one men graduates, thirty-four, or 55.73 
per cent, stated they were employed at the.time of' the study; 
twenty-seven, or 44.27 per cent, stated they were not employed. 
Of 79 women graduates, 39, or 49.37 per cent, stated they were 
employed and l+o, or 50.63 per cent, stated they were not 
employed. 
Of the one hundrE~d forty graduates included in this 
study, 73, or 52.1L1. per cent, '".re1:e employE"'1d, and 67, or 
L~·7.86 per cent, ·were not omployed. 
:smpl.oyed 
full-time at the time of the study, 47, or 64.38 per cent, 
were employed :Ln Liberal. 
At the time the graduates ansv.rered the questionnai.I'e, seventy-
three 'lvere employed full-time. ~rwel ve, or 16. l+Lt- per cent, work 
as bciokkeepers; bvr;ilve, or 16 ,l--1J+ per cont, ar(;) secretaries; 
nine, or 12.32 per cent, are sales clerks; eight, or 10.98 per 
cent, are mechanics; four, or 5.l+8 per cent, aI'C farrnfa1g; and 
th·J.·ee ,. or l+ 11 ue1· ceri-i- ·,7,c, steno·,:rr·~-n1-,,:..rs 
_ • .. J.; - -·/. V' CL ... v · ,,. · O U.i;,d· _ .. \;;, ft 
§lIDp1o,y-~ in fu1 .• l-t:irne .jobs? The1~e are twenty-nine married women 
graduates. Twelve of the twenty-nine, or l.1-1 .. 37 per cent, ·were 
employed full-time at the time of the study. Seventeen, or 
58. 63 per cent, 1.rnre not employed. 
62.29 per cent, of the sixty-one men graduates attended post 
high school educational institutions. Thirty-five, or 4-4.3 
per cent, of tho seventy-nine women graduates attended some 
post high school educational institution. 
Seventy-three, or 52.14 per cent, of the total one hu..'11.-
dred forty gradua:tes have attended post high school educational 
institutions. 
l.Q.r. ~ period of time did the graduates attend post 
high school educational institutions,~ what types .Q! 
institutions st.ii! thex attend? What.~ 11!Q major fields 
studied? A total of thirty-four men and twenty-three women 
graduates attended a four year college.. Three men attended 
a junior college; two women attended a business college; one 
man and two women attended trade schools. Nurses training 
was taken by seven women. 
Twenty-seven men graduates and twenty-three women grad-
uat0s were attending post high school educational institutions 
at the time the questionnaires were returned. 
The major fields studied by graduates in college were 
va1•ied. Nine men graduates studied business administration; 
five, engineering; three, pre-medical; and three, history .. 
Women graduates havo chosen as their major fields; six, 
music education; four, education; two, English; two, ho:.;.c 
economics; and two, occupational therapy. 
What business subjects did the graduates study while 
slt.t.ending hi_g;h school? Of the 140 graduates, 12l+, or 88. 57 
per cent, had studied first-year typing in high school. Thirty-
nine had studied second-year typing, thirty had studied first-
year shorthand, eighteen had studied second-year shorthand, 
fifty-eight had studied business arithmetic, and forty-five 
had studied bookkeeping. 
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.1'ihat business cou1'._§eJ~. studied in high school have been 
useful to~ EJ'p.duate~ j_n tJ1fil.1: jobs? Of one hundred twenty-
six graduates who have held full-time jobs, one hundred twenty-
two studied first-year typing. Sixty-seven of these believe 
that what they learned has helped them on their jobs. Of the 
38 students who had studied second-year typing, 33 reported 
that it was helpful to them on their jobs. Of twenty-nine 
who had studied first-year shorthand, fourteen had found it 
helpful on jobs. Fifteen had studied second-year shorthand, 
and eleven of these had received benefits f,rom it on full-
time jobs. Fifty-one graduates had studied business arith-
metic, and twenty-seven had found it helpful. Forty-six had 
studied bookkeeping, and twenty-eight of these had received 
benefits from it on jobs. 
What courses not taken in high school do the graduates 
believe would have been· .Qf. value to them in the jol2.§. they 
have held since they graduated f.rn high school? The graduates 
were asked to indicate courses that they believe would have 
been beneficial to them on jobs if they had taken the courses 
in high school. Shorthand was mentioned by fifty; or 35.71 
per cent, of the 140 graduates included in this study; book-
keeping was mentioned by 38, or 27.14 per cent; second-year 
typing was mentioned by 20, or 14.28 per cent. Numerous other 
courses were mentioned by smaller percentages of the graduates. 
What comments Q£. criticisms do~ graduates gffer in 
rega1:q to ~ curriculum? Several comments received from 
the graduates suggested that first-year typing be made a 
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required course. Other comments suggested putting more empha-
sis on the use of business machines. Several graduates 
volunteered the information that they think the program ls 
fine as it now is. 
Conclusions 
Nearly all (90 per cent) of the graduates ha.ve held one 
or more full-time jobs as defined in this study, since they 
graduated from high school. 
A large majority of the graduates accept employment 
immediately after they graduate from high school. 
Approximately nine out of every ten Liberal High School 
graduates who have been employed in a full-time job found 
initial employment in Liberal. Nearly three-fourths of the 
graduates who were employed at the time of the study were 
working in Liberal. 
In general, graduates have held their initial full-time 
jobs for fairly short periods of time, only one in six having 
remained in this initial job for as much as a year or longer. 
It appears that in many cases the initial job has been only 
a temporary one. 
Graduates have obtained their initial jobs in many 
different businesses rather than in a few large plants or 
industries. Preparation for office .and store work should 
provide basic skills and information that can be adapted to 
the needs of offices a11.d stores in many lines of business. 
As initial employment is most often obtained through 
pers~nal application, students should receive information 
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and experiences that will help them to make effective personal 
applications for employment. 
The office duties that graduates have performed in jobs 
they have held appear to be typical. Many have performed such 
general and clerical duties as answering the telephone, filing, 
handling mail, filling in forms, etc., while very few--only 
14--have held a job in which they transcribed from shorthand 
notes. It .is only fair to point out, however, that fewer 
women had studied shorthand in high school than had studied 
any of the other business subjects offered. 
Of women graduates who have held full-time jobs, nearly 
half (1+8.28 per cent) who· have had first-year shorthand have 
used it vocationally, while approximately three-fourths 
(73 .• 33 per cent) of those who have had second-year shorthand 
have used it vocationally. It is clear that shorthand, 
especially second-year shorthand, has been functioning as 
vocational training. 
Office machines have been important to many of the 
graduates in the performance of. their duties. It may be 
concluded that instruction in the use of office machines 
should be included in the business curriculum. 
Because of the large number of men and women who are 
at one time or another employed in sales work, it appears 
that a distributive education program would be beneficial 
to the graduates. 
Slightly over one-half of the graduates were employed 
full-time at the time of the study. 
UV 
Approximately one-fourth of the men graduates and one-
third of the women graduates were married at the time of the 
study. A large percentage (li-1.37 per cent) of the married 
women graduates continued to work or obtained employment 
after their marriage. 
As nearly one-half of ~che graduates have attended colleges 
or Junior colleges after graduation from high school, the 
curriculv..m must be college prepar·atory as well as vocational 
ln nature. 
The major fields of study chosen by the graduates in 
post .high school educc:ttion were widely -varied. 
Fi.rst..;.year typing is the only business subject taken by 
a majority of the graduates of Liberal High School. 
The majority of the graduates believe the business sub-
jects they studied in high school were beneficial to them in 
their first fuJ.1-time jobs. The majority of the subjects 
that the graduates believe would have been beneficial to them 
were offered while they were in high school. 
Comments and suggestions g.iven by some graduates indicate 
their belief that the business curriculum should incli1de a 
course in business machines. 
Recommendgtions 
It is recommended that an occupational suTvey be made 
in order that the administration of the Liberal High School 
may gain an insight into the needs of local businessmen. 
It is recommended that the business curriculum be en-
larged to include instruction in office machines. 
With so many graduates working as ~cetail clerks, a course 
in retail selling ~.'.hould be considered for students desiring 
it. 
It is recommended that a follow-up study be made again 
in a few years to determine if any changes should be made in 
the curriculum, and to see how the findings compare with the 
findings of the present study. 
'/0 
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APPENDIXES 
INFOIDiiATION BLAEK 
·our Name Sex: Male Female 
--Ctast) ---TFirs"fr-----o,rraaieT- ----- ---
'hat is your present address? 
n which year did you graduate from Liberal High School? 19 
re you married? Yes No Are you living in a tmvn? On a farm? 
~-~ ~----
f you are a married woman, what was your maiden name?--·- ___ _ 
re you employed at present? Yes No If yes, by whom are you employed? 
--- - ·-
hat position do you hold? ______ _ Are you employed for 30 
r more hours per week? Yes No 
---
• ,'fill you please list below all full-time jobs you have held since you graduated 
from high school. (Full-tirne jobs are jobs on which you worked 30 or more hours 
a week for pay.) List the jobs in the order in which you held them, beginning 
with your first job. 
Kind of 
Business 
,cample: 
etail Grocery 
Location 
City & State 
Liberal, Kansas 
Nature of 
Your Work Date 
- . . ~- --- - --- - - .. ·-- .. --------- · ----
From: 
Sales Clerk To: 
March 1951 
Jan. 1952 
- . ... - -- ·· ·· - -- - ·- ·· - -·-- - - ---···- ·-- ·---
How long was it ( in weeks) from the time you graduated from high school until you 
obtained your first job, either temporary or permanent? weeks, 
Show by a checkmark (.i.-/) whether you 
A Friend or relative 
- · -The High School Office 
- - - --A commercial agency 
=-~~~-A government employment agency 
obtained your first work through: 
Personal application 
- · · ·-Newspaper advertisement 
-:~--·other means (Please explain): 
.... .. .. - . .. --· - . ·- - - - . ------- -·---
Place a checlanark ( v) before any 
in high school: 
of the follovring courses that you took while 
1. Typewriting, First year 
2.-~--irypewriting, Second year 
3 .---Shorthand, First year 
4;·---Shorthand, Second year 
5. General Business 
6. ~usiness Aritrunetic 
7;· Business English 
8 .---t3ookkeeping 
9. - · · - Connnerc ial Law 
~lease circle the number of any of the above cotrses that have helped you in 
jobs you have held since you graduated from high school. 
6 . Ho.ve you continued your educat i on 
give the follo-wing infor mstion : 
since y ou graduat ed fr om hi gh school? I f s o , 
fire.me· ·01· -s·cxo·oT ·· .. - -·-Nurribe·r -of ·- - . ·Major field . . .. ·oi cf-You ·--·- ···- Date-or ··- - Degr ee 
or c ollege Months a t tended studi ed Gr aduat e ? Gr aduation Receive d 
Exampl e : 
~ansas Un iver s i ty .. _____ 9 ___________ . __ English No 
--- - -- .. . --- --- - - .. ·- . -- - . ··- - ·- ... - --··- . -·- - . - .... . . ·- ~ . .. -- . - - - -- . . - ·- ~--· - .. - -- --- - -·-·- -·--- -
7. Please check ( v,,) duties which you have 
s i nce you s r aduated from high school . 
Typed from shor thand notes 
--- Typed straight copy 
--- -Typed lega l papers 
·· ---Received business callers 
-- - - Did filing 
~===-=l-'repared payrolls 
per for med in the jobs you have held 
Kept books 
-- -Pilled in forms 
·····-- ·-Handled mail 
---AnsvYered telephone 
--Sold goods 
8 . ifor e there any business courses thP.t you did not take th2t you think would have 
been of v a lue to you? (~lea se list in or der of impor t ~nce.) 
1. 
2. 
3 . 
4 . 
9 . .t'le2.se place a check mark ( v ·) be f ore any of the followi ng business ma chines that 
you have used in jobs you have held s i nce you graduated from high school , 
Adding machine 
-- --Addressing machine 
---Billing machine 
·- ··-Bookkeeping machine 
·- ---Ca lculator 
- - ·- cash .uegister 
Check pr otector 
··-·-compt ometer 
- · ·victaphone 
---Fdiphone 
- - -F-il ing equipment 
=~ ·-Gelatin Duplicator 
Liquid-type duplicator 
- - . ..... Mimeogr aph 
-- -Typewr i t e r 
Punchcard machine 
--- ,Vire or t e.pe recor der 
=~ = Others : (Please list ) 
o. ivhat suggestions do you have for impr ov ing the business progr am in Liberal 
Hi gh School? . 
April 23, 1953 
Dear 
.A follow-up study of the graduates of Liberal High School 
is being conducted to find out what educational and vocational 
experiences they have he.d since they left high school. Because 
yov. are the only person who can supply the needed information 
r: 'o iu,:; yourself, the enclosed blank is being sent to you. 
Th:~s information blank calls for some f a cts about what 
yrn1 hRv~ baen doing since you left high school. Your assist-
&,'10 u iE ;:ir oviding complete and accurate answers will be of 
g,rrw.t vaJ.ue and will be sincerely appreciated, The answers 
;y O'l ghe will be tre0.ted confidentially, and your name will 
not be mentioned in the report. 
ifon' t y ou please answer the questions and return the 
blank in the enclosed stamped and addressed envelope at your 
very first opportunity? Please do it right now, if at all 
possible. 
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